








to? knowledge? management,? which? appeared? in? 2012? (see? References).? The? author? divides? these? barriers? into? three?
interrelated?dimensions:?a)?the?prevalence?of?these?barriers?(exceeding?the?classical?triad?of:?individual,?organizational,?and?
inter?organizational? levels),? b)? the? stages? of? knowledge? management? processes,? and? c)? the? types? of? barriers.? The? three?
dimensional? model? presented? is? based? on? the? field? of? morphology? utilized? in? the? theory? of? combinations.? This? paper? is?
conceptual? in? nature,? and? is? aimed? at? identifying? barriers? to? knowledge? management,? and? new? areas? of? research.?
Intrinsically?related?to?knowledge?management?are?numerous?barriers?influencing?the?process?of?managing?this?intangible?
resource? both? on? an? epistemological? and? ontological? level.? Researchers? present? different? points? of? view? in? terms? of?
performance,?or?causes?of?failure?in?projects?and?initiatives?related?to?knowledge?management.?However,?one?fact?remains?
indisputable.? ?The?causes?and?reasons?for?failure?must?be?taken? into?account?when?considering?potential? limitations.?The?







The? morphological? analysis? is? one? of? heuristic? methods? of? seeking? new? solutions? and? exploring? possible?
research?areas.?A? large?number?of?scientists?all?over? the?world?use? this?classic? tool? to?explore?problems?and?
seek?directions?of?possible?solutions,?such?as:?decision?support?modeling?(Ritchey?2011),?problem?structuring?
(Ritchey? 2006),? or? vocabulary? development? (Anglin? 2000)? and? many,? many? others.? It? belongs? to? a? group? of?
combinatory?methods,?originating?within?the?pragmatic?field?of?heuristics.?The?method?is?focused?on?a?specific?
goal? and? offers? practical? applications.? Moreover,? it? belongs? to? heuristic? methods? (creative? problem?solving,?
here?heuristic?means:?conducive?to?discovery).?The?development?of? its?principles?and?empirical?application? is?
attributed? to? F.? Zwicky2? (1967,? 1969),? however,? the? forerunner? of? methods? based? on? the? theory? of?
combinations? is? a? medieval? scholastic? ?? Raimundus? Lullus? (Ramon? Llull;? see? more? in:? Bonner? 2007).? Lullus?
assumed? that? all? possible? judgments? and? new? truths? can? be? obtained? by? combining? the? fundamental? and?
general?concepts?and?predicates.?Thus,?even?though?he?failed?to?prove?his?assumptions,?he?lay?foundations?for?
the? methods? based? on? a? detailed? analysis? and? systematic? consideration? of? all? possibilities? through?
combinations?of?partial?solutions.??
?
The? morphological? analysis? according? to? the? definition? of? its? creator? is? “a? logical? and? analytical? method? of?




















problem? and? then? specify? each? element,? determining? the? attributes? (alternatives)? of? particular? dimensions.?











morphological?analysis? its?users?must?have?extensive?knowledge?of? the?subject? (process)?of?research?and?an?
ability?of?practical?application?of?knowledge?acquired?by? them.?The?morphological?chart? is?a? rather?auxiliary?
tool? and? offers? a? starting? point? for? the? so?called? hard? variation? of? the? method? in? which? we? juxtapose?
consecutive? attributes? of? each? parameter? in? order? to? achieve? a? set? number? of? the? so?called? morphological?
products?or?the?possibilities?of?solutions?to?the?problem?defined?in?the?first?stage.?
2. Areas?of?possible?application?of?the?morphological?analysis?
Subject? literature? contains? numerous? examples? of? applications? of? the? morphological? analysis? and? two?
dimensional? discovery? matrix.? The? author? divided? them? into:? intuitive? (stimulating? imagination),? technical?
technological?(making?inventions,?new?products,?improving?existing?products)?and?searching?for?new?scientific?















discovery? of? radioactive? substances.? A? result? of? the? morphology? of? a? problem? field? is? also? a? full,? three?
dimensional?model?of? intellect?developed?by?Guilford? (Guilford?1959).?Using?Zwicky’s?morphological?analysis?
the? scientist? could,? through? combining? various? elements? of? three? dimensions:? operations,? contents? and?
products,? determine? all? theoretically? existing? mental? capacities.? Another? interesting? example? is? provided? by?
Kaufmann?et?al?(Kaufmann?et?al.?1975).?The?authors?present?the?use?of?the?discovery?matrix?to?seek?relations?





It?should?be?noticed? that? the?morphological?analysis?has? the?so?called?strong?and?weak? forms.? In? the?strong?
variation?we?make?combinations?of?the?listed?attributes?of?a?particular?dimension?with?all?the?other?attributes,?
which? constitutes? its? advantage? on? one? side,? as? it? provides? us? with? a? possibility? of? thorough? analysis? and?





which? are? clearly? absurd? and? for? which? we? cannot? use? rational? evaluation? criteria.? There? might? also? be?
traditional? solutions,? however,? the? main? goal? of? this? method? is? to? search? for? new? and? original? solutions,?
especially?as?the?subject?of?the?research?is?the?search?for?new?products?or?improving?the?existing?ones.?
?
One? of? the? requirements? of? effective? application? of? the? morphological? analysis? is? creation? of? morphological?
charts?(boxes)?with? low?dimensionality?and?a?small?number?of?elements?created?as?a?result?of?exploration?of?
main?categories? (Table?1).?This? is?obviously?possible?provided? that?we?use? the?method?without?any?auxiliary?
tools? facilitating? quick? combination? and? analysis.? This? condition,? however,? in? the? era? of? advanced?computer?
systems?supporting?creative? thinking?processes,? is? losing? its?significance.?Based?on?computer?programs,?new?
methods? are? created,? allowing? to? identify? attributes,? analyzing? them? quickly,? making? instant? combinations,?
after? which? proposals? of? solutions? are? selected? and? specified? along? particular? evaluation? criteria.? Here,?
computers?show?great?advantage?over?humans?in?this?respect.??
?
Morphological? analysis? was? for? the? first? time? used? for? identifying? new? areas? of? research? connected? with?
identification? of? barriers? to? knowledge? management.? For? this? purpose? the? author? divided? barriers? to?

























































































source? of? implicit? knowledge)? and? a? team,? organization? and? inter?organizational? associations,? on? the? macro?
level?the?sector?(industry)?inter?sector?(Inter?industry),?country?and?global?attributes?were?listed.?Barrier?types?
attributes? comprise:? psycho?social,? technical?technological,? cultural,? intercultural,? organizational,? financial?
(resulting?from?deficit?of?resources),? legal? (connected?with?protection?of? intellectual?property?and?developed?
know?how)?and?systemic?attributes.?A?definite?catalogue?of?these?barriers?cannot?be?created,?though,?due?to?





















































? The? knowledge? process? in? this? form? is? extremely? specific,? we? took? into? account? all? possible? stages? of?
process? presentation? of? knowledge,? that? is:? locating,? acquiring,? organizing,? gathering,? developing,?
codifying,? transferring,? making? available,? adapting,? implementing? and? using,? preserving,? measuring,?
evaluating?and?controlling?knowledge.?Special?attention?should?be?paid?to?the?process?of?measuring?and?
evaluating?knowledge,?which?offers?a?possibility?of?conducting?the?next?stage?of?knowledge?management,?














































a1b1? a1b2? a1b3? a1b4? a1b5? a1b6? a1b7? a1b8?
(a2)?
Group?



















a6b1? a6b2? a6b3? a6b4? a6b5? a6b6? a6b7? a6b8?
(a7)?
Country?
a7b1? a7b2? a7b3? a7b4? a7b5? a7b6? a7b7? a7b8?
(a8)?
Global?




























































































a6b9? a6b10? a6b11? a6b12? a6b13? a6b14? a6b15?
(a7)?
Country?
a7b9? a7b10? a7b11? a7b12? a7b13? a7b14? a7b15?
(a8)?
Global?
a8b9? a8b10? a8b11? a78b12? a8b13? a8b14? a8b15?
The?intersections?between?columns?and?rows?of?the?initial?matrix?generate?products?which?are?then?evaluated?
alongside? established? criteria? (for? example? reliability,? rationality,? innovativeness).? Another? step? is? to? reduce?
products? in?Table?2.? In?this?process?we?select?those?products?from?the?matrix?(marked? in?Table?2)?which?can?
determine?possible?research?directions?and?we? juxtapose?them?also? in?a?matrix?with?two?entrances?and?with?
another? dimension? ?? c.? The? number? of? matrixes? is? determined? by? the? number? of? dimensions? (elements),? as?






























a4b1? a4b1c1? a4b1c2? a4b1c3? a4b1c4? a4b1c5? a4b1c6? a4b1c7? a4b1c8?
a4b5? a4b5c1? a4b5c2? a4b5c3? a4b5c4? a4b5c5? a4b5c6? a4b5c7? a4b5c8?
a4b11? a4b11c1? a4b11c2? a4b11c3? a4b11c4? a4b11c5? a4b11c6? a4b11c7? a4b11c8?
a4b12? a4b12c1? a4b12c2? a4b12c3? a4b12c4? a4b12c5? a4b12c6? a4b12c7? a4b12c8?
a4b13? a4b13c1? a4b13c2? a4b13c3? a4b13c4? a4b13c5? a4b13c6? a4b13c7? a4b13c8?
a4b14? a4b14c1? a4b14c2? a4b14c3? a4b14c4? a4b14c5? a4b14c6? a4b14c7? a4b14c8?
a4b15? a4b15c1? a4b15c2? a4b15c3? a4b15c4? a4b15c5? a4b15c6? a4b15c7? a4b15c8?
a5b5? a5b5c1? a5b5c2? a5b5c3? a5b5c4? a5b5c5? a5b5c6? a5b5c7? a5b5c8?
a5b11? a5b11c1? a5b11c2? a5b11c3? a5b11c4? a5b11c5? a5b11c6? a5b11c7? a5b11c8?
a5b12? a5b12c1? a5b12c2? a5b12c3? a5b12c4? a5b12c5? a5b12c6? a5b12c7? a5b12c8?
a5b13? a5b13c1? a5b13c2? a5b13c3? a5b13c4? a5b13c5? a5b13c6? a5b13c7? a5b13c8?
a5b14? a5b14c1? a5b14c2? a5b14c3? a5b14c4? a5b14c5? a5b14c6? a5b14c7? a5b14c8?
a5b15? a5b15c1? a5b15c2? a5b15c3? a5b15c4? a5b15c5? a5b15c6? a5b15c7? a5b15c8?
a6b1? a6b1c1? a6b1c2? a6b1c3? a6b1c4? a6b1c5? a6b1c6? a6b1c7? a6b1c8?































a6b12? a6b12c1? a6b12c2? a6b12c3? a6b12c4? a6b12c5? a6b12c6? a6b12c7? a6b12c8?
a6b13? a6b13c1? a6b13c2? a6b13c3? a6b13c4? a6b13c5? a6b13c6? a6b13c7? a6b13c8?
a6b14? a6b14c1? a6b14c2? a6b14c3? a6b14c4? a6b14c5? a6b14c6? a6b14c7? a6b14c8?
a6b15? a6b15c1? a6b15c2? a6b15c3? a6b15c4? a6b15c5? a6b15c6? a6b15c7? a6b15c8?
a7b1? a7b1c1? a7b1c2? a7b1c3? a7b1c4? a7b1c5? a7b1c6? a7b1c7? a7b1c8?
a7b5? a7b5c1? a7b5c2? a7b5c3? a7b5c4? a7b5c5? a7b5c6? a7b5c7? a7b5c8?
a7b11? a7b11c1? a7b11c2? a7b11c3? a7b11c4? a7b11c5? a7b11c6? a7b11c7? a7b11c8?
a7b12? a7b12c1? a7b12c2? a7b12c3? a7b12c4? a7b12c5? a7b12c6? a7b12c7? a7b12c8?
a7b13? a7b13c1? a7b13c2? a7b13c3? a7b13c4? a7b13c5? a7b13c6? a7b13c7? a7b13c8?
a7b14? a7b14c1? a7b14c2? a7b14c3? a7b14c4? a7b14c5? a7b14c6? a7b14c7? a7b14c8?
a7b15? a7b15c1? a7b15c2? a7b15c3? a7b15c4? a7b15c5? a7b15c6? a7b15c7? a7b15c8?
a8b9? a8b9c1? a8b9c2? a8b9c3? a8b9c4? a8b9c5? a8b9c6? a8b9c7? a8b9c8?
a8b11? a8b11c1? a8b11c2? a8b11c3? a8b11c4? a8b11c5? a8b11c6? a8b11c7? a8b11c8?
a8b12? a8b12c1? a8b12c2? a8b12c3? a8b12c4? a8b12c5? a8b12c6? a8b12c7? a8b12c8?
a8b13? a8b13c1? a8b13c2? a8b13c3? a8b13c4? a8b13c5? a8b13c6? a8b13c7? a8b13c8?
a8b14? a8b14c1? a8b14c2? a8b14c3? a8b14c4? a8b14c5? a8b14c6? a8b14c7? a8b14c8?
a8b15? a8b15c1? a8b15c2? a8b15c3? a8b15c4? a8b15c5? a8b15c6? a8b15c7? a8b15c8?
As?we?can?see?in?the?final?matrix,?barriers?have?been?selected?for?further?exploration?depending?on?where?they?
appear,? emphasizing? the? inter?organizational,? sector? (industry),? inter?sector? (inter?industrial),? national? and?
global? levels.? As? far? as? the? stage? of? knowledge? management? process? is? concerned,? practically? each? stage? is?
worth? considering? here.? However,? we? skipped? mostly? the? processes? of? knowledge? transfer,? diffusion? and?
sharing,?as?they?constitute?a?very?popular?area?of?research?for?scientists?all?over?the?world.??
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only? a? short? review? of? research? in? this? area? on? the? level? of? construction? industry? (Carrillo? et? al? 2004)? and?
pharmaceutical?industry?(Lilleoere,?Hansen?2010)?as?well?as?on?the?national?level?(Kuznetsov,?Yakavenka?2005).?
It? would? be? interesting? to? examine? the? differences? between? barriers? to? knowledge? management? between?
countries?to?see?their?specificity?and?to?find?out?the?origin?of?these?differences.?On?the?other?hand,?the?concept?
related? to? seeking? ideas? and? knowledge? between? sectors? or? industries? is? called? technology? brokering?





new? ways? of? initiating? revolution.? Barriers? to? knowledge? management? on? the? individual,? team? and?
organizational? levels? have? already? been? subject? of? numerous? research? (Martini,? Pellegrini? 2005;? BenMoussa?
2009;?Sharma?et?al.?2012;?Vashisth?et?al?2010).?On? the?other?hand,?as? far?as? the?process?of?knowledge?and?
identifying?barriers? in?particular?stages? is?concerned,?the? least?explored?area? is?the?stage?of? locating/seeking,?
identifying/recognizing,? acquiring,? implementing/using,? measuring,? evaluating? and? controlling? knowledge.?
Talking? of? measuring,? evaluating? and? controlling? knowledge? the? author? does? not? mean? the? methods? of?
evaluating,?measuring?and?estimating?intellectual?capital,?as?these?are?widely?exposed?in?subject?literature?(the?
author? wrote? about? them? in? her? book? (2009).? It? would? be? more? purposeful? to? refer? to? the? methodology? of?
knowledge? audit? understood? as? a? tool? for? analyzing? and? evaluating? organization’s? knowledge? taking? into?
account?its?usefulness?and?opportunities?of?achieving?competitive?edge?by?applying?it?(see?more?in?Ujwary?Gil?
2011;? Levantakis,? Helms,? Spruit? 2008).? In? the? process? presentation? of? knowledge? management? and? barriers?
appearing? at? various? stages? of? this? process,? authors? have? conducted? abundant? research,? especially? into?
knowledge? transfer? and? sharing? (Riege? 2005;? Yih?Tong? Sun,? Scott? 2005)? and? cultural? barriers? to? knowledge?
management?(Levy?et?al.?2010;?Khakpour?2009;?de?Long,?Fahey?2000).?Thus?the?area?for?potential?research?may?
focus? more? on? the? analysis? of? intercultural,? legal? and? systemic? barriers? to? knowledge? management? on? the?
indicated? stages? of? analysis? (inter?organizational,? sector? (branch),? inter?sector? (inter?industry),? national? and?
global?ones.?
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